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Satellite-Based Fire Progression Mapping: A
Comprehensive Assessment for Large Fires in
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Abstract—Satellite-based active fire (AF) products provide op-
portunities for constructing continuous fire progression maps, a
critical dataset needed for improved fire behavior modeling and
fire management. This study aims to investigate the geospatial
interpolation techniques in mapping the daily fire progression
and assess the accuracy of the derived maps from multisensor
AF products. We focused on 42 large wildfires greater than 5000
acres in Northern California from 2017 to 2018, where the USDA
Forest Service National Infrared Operations (NIROPS) daily fire
perimeters were available for the comparison. The standard AF
products from the moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer
(MODIS), the visible infrared imaging radiometer suite (VIIRS),
and the combined products were used as inputs. We found that the
estimated fire progression areas generated by the natural neighbor
method with the combined MODIS and VIIRS AF input layers
performed the best, with R2 of 0.7 ± 0.31 and RMSE of 1.25 ±
1.21 (103 acres) at a daily time scale; the accuracy was higher
when assessed at a two-day rolling window, e.g., R2 of 0.83 ±
0.20 and RMSE of 0.74 ± 0.94 (103 acres). A relatively higher
spatial accuracy was found using the 375 m VIIRS AF product
as inputs, with a kappa score of 0.55 and an overall accuracy
score of 0.59, when interpolated with the natural neighbor method.
Furthermore, the locational pixel-based comparison showed 61%
matched to a single day and an additional 25% explained within
±1 day of the estimation, revealing greater confidence in fire pro-
gression estimation at a two-day moving time interval. This study
demonstrated the efficacy and potential improvements of daily fire
progression mapping at local and regional scales.

Index Terms—Fire behavior, geospatial, moderate resolution
imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS), northern California, visible
infrared imaging radiometer suite (VIIRS), wildfire.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE frequency and intensity of wildfires have been in-
creasing in the western United States over the past few

decades, raising urgent needs in disentangling the drivers of this
shifting fire regime [1], [2]. The accumulation of fuels, coupled
with the joint effects of warming temperatures and precipitation
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anomalies, as seen in California’s most recent episode of acute
drought [3], and strong winds, has been associated with the
intensified wildfire behavior in recent years.

Human-related drivers, such as population growth, expansion
of human settlement, forest management decisions, and cultural
perceptions of fires, have also been thought to magnify the
destructive nature of wildfires [4]. Forest management policies
have removed frequent and often nonlethal fires by implement-
ing fire suppression efforts since the late 19th century, resulting
in the alteration of fuel dynamics and increased susceptibility
of high-intensity fires [2], [5], [6]. Therefore, the efficient and
more accurate methods of monitoring and simulating fire spread
are crucial for supporting near real time, on-the-ground aid for
firefighting, and for providing the basis for future fire and forest
management efforts.

To support wildfire suppression and tactical fire management
across the United States, the USDA Forest Service National
Infrared Operations (NIROPS) acquire high spatial resolution,
night-time aerial thermal infrared (IR) imagery at an overall
resolution of 6.3 m, upon requests by an agency and interagency
wildfire management communities [7]. The tactical scale daily
fire perimeter maps are then generated by IR imagery inter-
preters. These products have benefited the incident command
teams tremendously by increasing their situational awareness
and informing their on-the-ground decision making. Some stud-
ies have also relied on these daily fire progression maps to un-
derstand the influence of weather and other biophysical factors
on fire behavior [8], [9]. However, aerial data acquisition is
expensive, and thus, these maps are still only available for limited
fire incidences. Logistical challenges in airborne-based data
acquisition, including the limitation of resources and adherence
to safety concerns during high winds and peak fire activity, also
impose inherent complications for the dataset. Furthermore, due
to the finite number of how many fires can be mapped on any
given day, prioritizations were often made toward generating the
maps for fires that pose risks to human life and infrastructure,
and only a small number of fires were mapped in extremely
remote locations.

The satellite remote sensing, on the other hand, has the ca-
pability for consistent monitoring of wildfires across the globe,
including near real-time hotspot detection from thermal sen-
sors [10], [11] and postfire burned area mapping from optical
sensors [12]. The launch of Terra with the moderate resolution
imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) in 1999, and Aqua shortly
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after, has significantly advanced the capabilities of active fire
(AF) detection, with four overpasses a day and the specific
configuration of two 1 km thermal channels centered at 4 and
11-µm to detect hotspots [13]. The MODIS thermal anomaly
products take advantage of the differential response between 4
and 11-µm brightness temperatures (BT4 and BT11) [14], [15].
The fire detection algorithm first identifies potential fire pixels
based on a threshold test of BT4 and BT4 – BT11 difference.
BT4 is particularly useful due to its increased sensitivity toward
the flames at 1000 K and smoldering at 600 K [16], [17]. The
characterization of neighboring nonfire background pixels is
then quantified using a moving window. The final identification
of fire pixels is determined based on a suite of contextual tests
that offer the detection of smaller and/or cooler fires, largely
based on the degree of departure of potential fire pixel from its
nonfire background [15], [18].

Further improvements to the algorithm have been made to
produce the most recent collection 6 (C6) MOD14 (Terra) and
MYD15 (Aqua) AF products [18]. Most noticeably, the thresh-
olds for the preliminary identification of potential fire pixels
are now set dynamically for each position of the MODIS scan,
which helps compensate for local variations [18]. Additional
refinements also reduce omission errors over large fires and
false alarm rates in certain regions, with an overall daytime
commission error of 1.2% compared with 2.4% in collection
5 [18].

Global area burned products have also been produced based
on the rapid change in daily reflectance after fires at 500 m
resolution (MCD45A1), providing the approximate date of
burning and the spatial extent of recent fires [19]. Significant
improvement has been made to combine the thermal anomaly
and changes in the optical reflectance for area burned mapping
(MCD64A1) [19]–[21]. A preliminary evaluation of the most
recent collection (C6) MCD64A1 showed that 44% of the burned
grid cells was detected on the same day of AF detection and 68%
within two days, globally [19]. However, there still exist gaps in
terms of temporal consistency and the availability of spatially
complete daily fire perimeters, due to the obscuration of the
ground by the cloud and smoke, and the challenge to detect
smaller and cooler hotspots.

The visible infrared imaging radiometer suite (VIIRS) aboard
the Suomi National Polar Partnership, launched in 2011, further
provides unprecedented fire detection capabilities due to its
finer spatial resolution, higher signal-to-noise ratio, dual-gain
high-saturation channels, and a notable reduction of pixel growth
off-nadir [22]. The standard VIIRS AF products (VAFPs) use
thermal anomaly detection directly based on the MODIS col-
lection 6 AF [23], [24]. VIIRS holds an advantage over other
legacy instruments specifically for detecting smaller and cooler
fires [24]. For example, both MODIS and VIIRS are whiskbroom
sensors, with issues in systematic omissions and duplication in
the detection based on scan angles [14], [25]. However, VIIRS
off-nadir pixel growth is limited to up to four times that of
nadir pixels, mainly due to the asymmetrical detector and unique
sample aggregation scheme, much smaller than a factor of ten
from MODIS [24], [26]. This preservation of off-nadir pixels

results in better detectability of low-energy fires at off-nadir
view.

The increased reliability in satellite-based fire detection prod-
ucts overtime has lead the forest management to acknowledge its
merit and utility in fire monitoring and firefighting efforts. The
near real-time versions of the MODIS and VAFPs have been
distributed to forest managers and stakeholders within 3 h of
the satellite observation via the fire information for the resource
management system [27], [28]. However, hotspot detection is
still constrained by satellite overpass times, while cloud and
smoke cover further limits the number of clear scenes available
[14], [25].

Fire progression maps at finer temporal and spatial scales
are needed in order to examine an important aspect of wildfire
behaviors, fire spread, in relation to weather and local environ-
mental conditions, such as fuels and topographical conditions
[8], [9]. A robust algorithm and workflow of producing con-
tinuous fire perimeter maps from consistent publicly available
datasets can further help to calibrate process-based fire behavior
models. In response to this data need, a few studies have explored
the traditional geostatistical interpolation methods, i.e., near-
est neighbor, ordinary kriging, and inverse distance weighted
(IDW), to derive the continuous maps of daily fire progression
from standard MODIS thermal anomaly products [29], [30].
The derived daily fire perimeters were shown to have a rela-
tively good agreement with the reference fire perimeters curated
by federal and multiagency groups. For instance, the ordinary
kriging method was shown to correctly map 73% of pixels at
daily intervals for nine large wildland fires across the U.S. [30].
However, the use of coarser-resolution MODIS AF products as
the only input limits the accuracy and also the scope to very large
wildland fires, typically greater than 3000 hectares (30 km2).
Likewise, due to the limited sample size across fire regimes, there
is no additional investigation into the model accuracies that may
arise in certain environmental conditions and fire characteristics.
The application of the previously studied interpolation methods
may, therefore, result in variable spatiotemporal uncertainties.

This study, therefore, aims to evaluate the detection efficacy of
the MODIS and VAFPs, investigate the ability of various interpo-
lation techniques for mapping daily fire progression based on the
AF input layers from different sensors, and develop a workflow
to create a geospatial database of daily fire perimeter estimation,
both retrospectively and in near real time, for fire behavior
and fire ecology research. By assessing the methodologies and
sensors that are well-suited for daily fire progression estimation,
this study is expected to optimize and ultimately improve the
daily fire perimeter datasets to aid in the historical and predic-
tive fire behavior analysis and ultimately provide insights for
management strategies.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Study Area

This study focuses on the nonagricultural lands in North-
ern California, including Monterrey, Kings, Tulare, and Mono
counties (see Fig. 1). It encompasses six Level-III ecoregions:
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Fig. 1. Map of the study region. The area burned by 2017 to 2018 wildfires
greater than 5000 acres in Northern California, overlaid over the county lines
and EPA ecoregion map. Six example fires for illustrative purposes throughout
the article are labeled, including Camp, Carr, Clear, Ferguson, Railroad, and
Ranch fires. Other fires recorded by the Cal Fire FRAP database in these two
years are also shown in blue.

Klamath mountain/Coastal ranges, Central Foothills/Coastal
Mountains, Sierra Nevada, East Cascades Foothill, Central basin
and range, and Cascades.1 The majority of the region is charac-
terized by a Mediterranean climate with hot, dry summers and
cool, wet winters. The landscape is dominated by coniferous
forests, oak woodlands, lower and upper montane, subalpine,
and grassland vegetation types. Specifically, the Klamath Moun-
tain/Coastal Range ecoregion’s notable vegetation includes cha-
parral and oak woodlands, grasslands in lower elevations, and
pines, such as colter pine in higher elevations [31]. In the Sierra
Nevada ecoregion, the vegetation ranges from ponderosa pine,
douglas fir, sierra juniper at lower elevations, and conifers at
higher, subalpine conditions. Dominant vegetation types for
Coastal Mountains within lower-lying mountains and hills in-
clude several conifer species such as redwood, douglas fir, and
sitka spruce, in addition to some cultivated lands within the parts
of Salinas, Napa, and Sonoma [31].

Although many ecosystems in the western U.S. are dependent
upon recurring low to moderate intensity fires, shifting patterns
of precipitation, temperature, and fuel conditions, coupled with
wildland management practices, continue to heighten the fre-
quency of high severity fires in the region. In 2017 and 2018,
records were undeniably broken within two consecutive wildfire
seasons that devastated California. Dozens of wildfires spread
across Northern California in October 2017, one of which was
named the most destructive fire on record, destroying at least
5643 structures [32]. However, on November 8, 2018, Campfire,
causing at least 86 casualties, destroying 18 804 structures, and

1[Online]. Available: ftp://newftp.epa.gov/EPADataCommons/ORD/
Ecoregions/ca/

burning over 150 000 acres, became the state’s deadliest and
destructive fire, superseding the records set by fires from the
years prior [33]. Therefore, in an effort to aid in the subsequent
fire research across the region, we here focus on wildfires across
Northern California larger than 5000 acres (20.23 km2) from
2017 to 2018, where the daily fire perimeters were available
from NIROPS. The 42 fires are partly a total of 373 fires in
2017 and 220 fires in 2018 according to the FRAP fire perimeter
dataset2 (see Fig. 1).

B. AF Data

We used the standard AF point data generated from MODIS
[18], VIIRS [24], and a combination layer, as the input to map
the daily fire progression. The level 2 MODIS 1 km AF products
(MOD14 and MYD14), from Terra (10:30 and 22:30 Equatorial
local overpass time) and Aqua (13:30 and 01:30 Equatorial
local overpass time), provide the geolocation of fire hotspots,
fire mask, detection confidence, and fire radiative power since
2002 (last accessed on 24 April, 2019) [18]. The fire detection
algorithm takes advantage of the radiances observed in BT4 and
BT11 channels after eliminating the cloud and water cover [19].
Potential fire pixels are screened through several tests based
on thresholds and contextual comparisons between neighboring
nonburning background values. It is noted that the probability of
the MODIS AF algorithm to detect a fire that is 100 m2 is 50%
during the ideal conditions with the absence of obscuration from
clouds, thick aerosols, and or tree canopy [14]. Uncertainties in
both MOD14 and MYD14 products have been well accounted
for by various comparisons between the high-resolution refer-
ence AF datasets and have reached various levels of maturity in
the validation [14], [34].

The VIIRS instrument onboard the Suomi National Polar-
Orbiting Partnership satellite is considered the next generation of
MODIS, providing the global coverage every 12 h crossing over
the equator twice daily at 13:30 and 1:30 Equatorial local over-
pass times. VIIRS acquires both 375 m imagery bands (I-bands)
that are comprised of five single-gain channels from the visible
to thermal IR spectral region and 750 m moderate-resolution
bands (M-bands) [24]. Relative to the VIIRS M-Band 750 m
AF data product, we here used the standard level 2 VIIRS
I-band AF product (VNP14IMG) (last accessed on 24 April
2019) due to its higher spatial resolution and improved fidelity
in fire mapping. VNP14IMG builds upon the legacy MODIS
multispectral algorithm, where the channel I4 (3.44–3.93 µm)
is the primary band compared with the I5 (10.5–12.4 µm). The
remaining I-bands (I1, I2, and I3) are used for the daytime
portion of the operation to aid in reducing the noise from clouds,
sun glint, and water body [24].

Compared with the VIIRS M13 and MODIS 21 and 22
bands used in baseline AF products, the I4 channel has a lower
saturation temperature of 367 K [24]. Consequently, this results
in the frequent pixel saturation for large and/or intense fires, and
potential reduction in differentiating between fires and bright
surfaces [24], [26]. To best accommodate for discrepancies
when taking advantage of higher spatial resolution channels,

2[Online]. Available: https://frap.fire.ca.gov/mapping/gis-data/
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VNP14IMG incorporates a few modifications that offer better
response over subpixel AFs [24]. Overall, initial assessments
show the improved net performance of I-band fire products, with
a higher level of agreement to airborne and Landsat-8 AF data
[24], [35].

For the purposes of comparison and combining the MODIS
and VIIRS AF products, we resampled the MODIS 1 km AF
products to 375 m resolution (see Fig. 8). The resampling was
performed for each unique day of a fire event and then combined
to one raster layer for each individual fire. To minimize data re-
dundancy from reburned areas at later timestamps, we removed
overlapping points, prioritizing the earliest days of the burn.
The conversion of 1 km to a common higher spatial resolution
allowed for an increase in the number of neighboring AF points,
which was particularly helpful in the case of smaller fires and
made the results between two sensors more comparable. We
further integrated the MODIS and VAFPs into a combined layer,
in order to test the capability of mapping fire progression when
using both complementary sensors when in operation.

Due to the similar orbiting and afternoon overpassing time
of Suomi, and Aqua satellites, some AFs may be detected by
both sensors, leading to redundancy. We, therefore, identified
the redundant detection from both sensors when the hotspots
were detected within 20 min and located 200 m from each other
and removed overlapping fire presence points from the upscaled
MODIS points. This helped offset any bias from impartial
weights across the dataset.

C. Daily Fire Perimeter Data

Daily fire perimeters were only available for certain large
fires and are typically used to provide near real-time informa-
tion for fire managers. We here obtained all available data for
2017–2018 large fires within our study region, through the U.S.
Geological Services Geospatial MultiAgency Coordination file
server via,3 which reflect the cumulative area burned since the
initial ignition. The daily fire perimeters were created by the
interpretation of high-resolution night-time IR imagery from the
USDA Forest Service National IR Operations (NIROPS) by the
trained fire personnel. For each requested incident, the NIROPS
team develops flight plans to fly their airborne IR sensors at
night to take advantage of the contrasts in the temperature. The
acquisition time for the daily perimeters varies but is mostly
between 21:00 to 03:00 local time, after integrating necessary
preprocessing and product creation steps. In some incidences,
there are multiple reports within a day and we here only used
the latest time of the day to represent the furthest extent of the
burn at daily intervals.

Furthermore, in various instances there have been inconsisten-
cies in the NIROPS released fire perimeter reports that have led
to one-off edits. For example, an erroneous representation of the
Natchez fire perimeter on July 28, 2018 02:05 was found, which
resulted in the manual removal of the extraneous perimeter. The
additional instances of varying perimeter representation were
identified where NIROPS geometries were overgeneralized but

3[Online]. Available: https://rmgsc.cr.usgs.gov/outgoing/GeoMAC/
(last accessed on 24 April 2019)

TABLE I
MODEL PARAMETERS AND SEMIVARIOGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

updated at a later time. Therefore, to reduce errors from over- and
underdrawn perimeters, these layers were carefully evaluated for
any obvious errors and updated accordingly.

D. Geostatistical Methods

AF products from MODIS and VIIRS provide discontinuous
data points, with attributes of detection time, location, confi-
dence, and intensity of flames [19], [24]. In order to derive a
spatially continuous fire progression map at a daily interval,
we here examined various geospatial interpolation methods,
including ordinary kriging (KRG) [30], IDW [7], natural neigh-
bor (NAT) [36], and empirical Bayesian kriging (EBK) [38].
For each individual fire, we extracted the AF data points, 48 h
before and after the respective start, and end dates based on
the USFS fire incidence records. The interpolation was done
over the timestamps of detected AF grids from each input
layer, e.g., MODIS, VIIRS, and combined layer, respectively.
We further gridded the outputs to 375-m resolution, masked
to the final USFS fire incidence perimeter, and floored to the
nearest Julian day of the year (JDOY) to enable intercomparison
among all products. In an effort to increase the consistency
among the methodology and create a reproducible workflow,
all data manipulations and processing were performed using
geoprocessing techniques within ESRI’s ArcGIS Pro toolbox.
In addition, parameters for each method were adjusted to ensure
reasonable accuracy across the majority of fires in the region.

Ordinary kriging (KRG) is a widely known geostatistical
interpolation technique, originally used to estimate metal con-
centrations but since then has been used to estimate a broad range
of environmental variables, such as precipitation, elevation, and
air temperature [38], [39], [42]. It calculates values at unknown
locations based on the statistical relationships between attributes
at nearby known locations. For each fire, the semivariogram
was calculated, which describes the spatial variability between
each AF data point in relation to the distance from neighboring
points. The weights are determined by calculating the covariance
among the sample AF points among each other and the unknown
by fitting a spherical model to the semivariogram curve. The
kriging parameters, including the range, sill, and nuggets, for
each of the fires differed across the study region, as observed in
Table I. For example, fires, such as Carr, Ranch, and Ferguson,
did not exhibit a nugget effect; however, some fires, including
Camp and Clear, had nugget values larger than 0 days2. The sill
and range values varied across each fire. According to Table I,

https://rmgsc.cr.usgs.gov/outgoing/GeoMAC/(last ignorespaces accessed ignorespaces on ignorespaces 24 ignorespaces April ignorespaces 2019)
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sill values were from 9 to 140.91 days2, while range values were
between 0.03 and 0.45.

The IDW method is another popular approach to predict
the attributes of unsampled locations from control points [29].
Unlike ordinary kriging, IDW determines its weights based on
the inverse distance function, where the proximity of neighbor-
ing points to the unsampled locations and estimated values is
highly contingent. The deterministic properties of IDW and the
arbitrary choice in defining a neighborhood can be problematic
for the prediction of the fire progression across various fire
characteristics (duration, area, etc.). For this study, we selected
the power coefficient p of 2, whereas when p increases the
weights of distant points to the predicted location diminishes.
In addition, we also used the variable-search-radius class to
ensure a reasonable amount of flexibility in the model. Hence,
the definition of neighborhood search was defined as reaching a
minimum number of eight AF points and/or a maximum distance
of 2 km.

The natural neighbor interpolation method takes the weighted
average over the attributes of nearby known locations [36].
Specifically, it uses the Voronoi tessellation to calculate Sibson
weights, for each unknown location, based on the areal propor-
tion of overlapping the Voronoi polygons when the unknown
point is inserted and then removed from the tessellation. In other
words, the weights are determined by the degree of influence
of the surrounding area to the location to be interpolated. This
method thus has the advantage over simpler methods that place
equal weights based solely on the distance of neighboring points.

In the classical kriging methods, such as ordinary kriging
(KRG), the model assumes that the estimated semivariogram
is the true semivariogram of the observed data [37]. On the
other hand, EBK allows for an iterative simulation of the semi-
variogram, where with each repetition a new set of values is
estimated at the input locations thus accounting for uncertainties.
These new values are then used to create a semivariogram
model to obtain weights for the final predictions [41]. Unlike
the classical methods, the spectrum of semivariograms allows
a distribution of possible values, which are then used to create
the simulated surface. Although still fairly new, EBK shows
promising applications and has already been successful in the
determination of radiation contamination level, and in benthic
mapping [41].

E. Temporal Accuracy Assessment

We quantified the accuracy of the original AF products and
the interpolated daily fire progression outputs, in terms of cap-
turing the daily area burned, by comparing with the NIROPS
derived daily fire perimeter data at the same timestamp. Since
the interpolated results reflect continuous time during the AF
occurrence over each pixel, they were floored to the nearest
day and aggregated in a way to match the discrete dates when
the NIROPS derived perimeters were reported. For example,
considering a fire with perimeters mapped on JDOY 314 and then
again on 316 by the NIROPS team; the JDOY 316 perimeter from
the reference contained the areas potentially burned on JDOY
315, and comparisons were thus made with the interpolated
results aggregated for 315 and 316. Furthermore, if a reported

fire perimeter was recorded prior to 04:00 h, then the JDOY were
changed to reflect the latest extent of the previous day based on
the assumption that the majority of the fire burned the previous
evening.

We made the comparisons for each individual fire and each
individual reported day and then calculated the R2 and root-
mean-square error (RMSE) between the observed and predicted
areas of burn over all fires. The rolling R2 and RMSE values were
also computed with a two-day moving window to account for
general discrepancies between the timing of the fire reporting,
and overpass time of satellite sensors.

F. Spatial Accuracy Assessment

To assess how well the interpolated daily fire progression
maps match the USFS daily fire perimeter spatially, we made
the pixel-based map-to-map comparisons on a daily time scale.
USFS fire incident perimeters were rasterized to 375 m to
be compatible with the interpolated results. The proportion of
areas with matching and non-matching days was calculated by
difference. Additionally, we used the confusion matrix approach
to quantify the overall accuracy and Cohen’s kappa coefficient.
For each fire, due to a large amount of data, we randomly chose
1000 samples of USFS fire progression map as the ground truth
to generate the confusion matrix; this randomization process was
repeated 100× to increase the robustness of the assessment. For
the purposes of all statistical analysis and comparison, we here
used the scikit-learn library via python.4

To examine if the uncertainties of fire progression mapping
vary with ecoregions and fire characteristics, comparison re-
sults were also summarized over key ecoregions and fire size
[42]–[44].

III. RESULTS

A. AF Detection Assessment

AF detection products were found to be consistent in identify-
ing the general direction of fire spread and locations of AF fronts
during designated overpass times. The Campfire was reported
to start from the PG&E power transmission lines near Poe Dam,
in Butte County around 06:15 am Pacific standard time (PST)
on November 8, 2018 [45]. Both MODIS and VIIRS detected
hotspots, located a few miles east of the dam, during their
respective morning overpassing time, e.g., 10:14 PST (Terra),
11:52 PST (Terra and VIIRS), and 13:31 PST (Aqua) (see Fig. 2).

As shown by both satellite- and USFS-based daily fire perime-
ters, the fire spread quickly toward the southwest direction
during the first two days, due to the combination of hot gusting
winds and dry fuel loads. During the first two days, the USFS
reported fire perimeters with 108 838 acres of burned area. The
MODIS AF products detected approximately 56 748 acres (402
individual points at 1 km) and the VIIRS AF products detected
around 40 046 acres (1769 points at 375 m). Detection omissions
from both MODIS and VIIRS AF products were predominantly
observed in the southwestern direction of fire perimeters during
this period (see Figs. 2 and 3). This bias may be the result of

4[Online]. Available: https://scikit-learn.org

https://scikit-learn.org
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Fig. 2. Examples of the vector and gridded AF hotspots for the Campfire
detected by combined VIIRS and MODIS, MODIS Terra and Aqua (1 km),
MODIS (resampled at 375 m), and VIIRS from top to bottom. (a) Original AF
products of daily fire progression. (b) Proportion of matching (red), nonmatching
(blue), and omission (gray) areas between the satellite-based detection and USFS
reported fire perimeters (shown as polygons) for a particular day (daily M).

steep terrain (i.e., heterogeneous ridges and canyons), high rate
of fire spread, and lower intensity flames during overpass times.

We also identified that there were discrepancies in the detected
days at a daily time scale, where small pockets within a particular
USFS daily perimeter were detected as AFs at later days by the
satellite-based AF products [as shown in blue in Fig. 2(b)]. This
could be attributed to the fact that fires burning with higher inten-
sity flames would be reported in subsequent days. In terms of the
overall proportion of daily matched areas for Campfire, MODIS
(29%) and VIIRS (27%) showed relatively similar results over
the entire duration [see Figs. 2(b) and 3]. Specifically, VIIRS
was more sensitive to capture AFs over smaller areas with much
refined spatial details, while the larger pixel size of MODIS made
it more appropriate to encompass a wider area and its estimates
were more comparable to the USFS perimeters, especially for
large fires. Cumulatively, without considering the mismatch in
detection dates, MODIS AF products captured 55% and VIIRS
48% of matched areas for Campfire [see Fig. 2(b)].

The proportion of matched areas between the MODIS and
VIIRS AF detections was quite similar. However, in general,
more early/late detections were found using MODIS AFs, while
certain underestimates were observed using VIIRS AF products
at daily intervals [see Figs. 2 and 3]. This difference in detection
can mainly be attributed to the sensor’s spatiotemporal proper-
ties, including the number and timing of daily overpasses as well
as the overall sensitivity toward the thermal anomaly detection.

Fig. 3. Time-series-stacked proportions for the Camp and Carr fires (column)
based on input layers (row). USFS reported burned area (black), matched (blue),
and false negative (orange) cumulative ratios. False positive (gray) represents
the proportion of early/late detected areas that fell outside of the USFS perimeter
on the reported day.

TABLE II
AREAL PROPORTION OF MATCHED SATELLITE-DERIVED AF DETECTIONS WITH

USFS PERIMETERS

∗SD refers to the standard deviation.

Among all 42 fires, compared with the reference extent of
USFS fire perimeters (see Table II), we found that the MODIS
AF detection had a higher cumulative detection rate (0.72 ±
0.17) than that of VIIRS (0.65 ± 0.19). Similarly, by averag-
ing over all individual detection days, the daily underestimate
rate for MODIS (0.31 ± 0.15) was lower than that of VIIRS
(0.41 ± 0.17), which might be due to the fact that MODIS’s
relatively larger pixel size allowed for a larger coverage of fire
incidents, and capturing pre, post, and actively burning areas. In
contrast, the aggregation over a larger extent consequently would
reduce the spatial sensitivity and coherence, which was observed
by the lower daily matching rate for MODIS (0.28 ± 0.082)
compared with VIIRS (0.31 ± 0.1). Overall, the combination
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Fig. 4. Fire progression mapping with different interpolation techniques (from top to bottom) based on the VIIRS AF product in 2017 and 2018 for four individual
fires: Camp, Carr, Railroad, and Ranch (from left to right).

of the VIIRS and resampled MODIS AF products achieved the
highest proportion of daily matched area (0.35 ± 0.11) and cu-
mulative matched area (0.84 ± 0.12), and the lowest proportion
of daily false negative detections (0.23 ± 0.11) (see Table II
and Fig. 3).

B. Evaluation of Interpolated Daily Fire Perimeters: Temporal
Dynamics

Similar to the dynamic observed from the USFS daily fire
perimeters, the interpolated surfaces based on the AF products
were able to capture the direction and rate of fire progression
over the entire course of an individual fire (see Figs. 4 and 9). For
example, when looking at Campfire, both VIIRS and MODIS
missed the consistent fire hotspots in southwestern during the
first two days of fire spread (see Fig. 2) but all models were
able to resolve this underestimate and produce a smooth and
continuous interpolated surface. The agreement between daily
burned areas and the reference data was significantly improved
from the interpolation (see Fig. 9), with an R2 of 0.99 and an

RMSE of 1.18 thousand acres for the Campfire when using
VIIRS as input. Similar results were found for Carr, Railroad,
and Ranch fires (see Fig. 4). Different models also existed certain
differences in the interpolated fire perimeters. For example,
those models derived from the original MODIS (1-km) during
the first two days of rapid fire spread (see Fig. 9), the overestimate
was particularly obvious in the IDW results.

Although the interpolated results of the Railroad fire captured
the general direction and magnitude of fire progression, there
still existed particular days and areas in which the estimated
surfaces failed to match. The sporadic discontinuities, a phe-
nomenon widely known as the bullseye effect, were a result of
prolonged high-intensity flames that continued to burn during
subsequent days, leading to the overlapping of AF detections
(see Fig. 4). The accuracy results of the Railroad fire interpolated
surfaces had a higher variation of model performance when
assessing the sensitivity effect among different data input and
model selection (see Fig. 4). In general, a relatively higher
temporal accuracy was identified when using the combined layer
as the input. For example, the R2 value of the natural neighbor
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TABLE III
TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL ACCURACY OF INTERPOLATED FIRE PROGRESSION MAPS

∗AD refers to the absolute deviation.

model using the combined VIIRS and MODIS layer was 0.76
but decreased to be 0.6 and 0.2 when using VIIRS, and MODIS
AF as individual inputs.

By assessing the performance of fire incidents with exception-
ally higher durations (>40 days) and burned areas (>200 000
acres), both Carr and Ranch fires generally agreed well with
the USFS fire perimeter reference (Figs. 4 and 9). The estimated
progression captured fire behaviors with patterns of rapid expan-
sion followed by quick slowdowns, regardless of the method or
input type. However, we also observed some outliers of abrupt
fluctuations, which should be a more gradual progression that
typically spread out a day or two during the reported time period.

With a comparison over all 42 large fires, the natural neighbor
(NAT) method achieved the best performance in general with the
higher R2 and lower RMSE values, regardless of the AF layers
used as the input (see Table III and Fig. 5). For example, when
using the VIIRS AF points as the input, it resulted in R2 of 0.63
± 0.3 and RMSE of 1.19 ± 1.27 thousand acres, and only ten
fires had R2 values below 0.36 (lower quartile) (see Fig. 5). IDW
also achieved comparable performance for most fires R2 of 0.62
± 0.41 and RMSE of 1.4 ± 1.37 but exhibited larger variations
across the R2 values, with a decrease in the model performance
for a greater number of fires relative to NAT.

When comparing the daily burned area estimates from differ-
ent AF input layers with the USFS reference data, we found that
the interpolation using the combined MODIS and VIIRS AF data

Fig. 5. Accuracy assessment of the model performance with different inter-
polation techniques and input AF layers for all 42 fires in the study area. The
dashed red line is located at y = 0.6 as a comparison basis.

yielded better performance in capturing temporal dynamics. For
example, for the NAT interpolation method across all 42 fires,
compared with R2 of 0.47 ± 0.51 when using the MODIS 1 km
AF and 0.63 ± 0.3 when using the VIIRS AF, R2 increased
to 0.7 ± 0.31 when using the combined layer (see Table III).
The RMSE values decreased slightly with the combined input.
Similar results were also found for EBK and IDW methods. The
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Fig. 6. Comparison of model performance plotting actual versus observed
daily log of the total area burned with the corresponding median R2 and RMSE
values for all 42 fires grouped by their respective ecoregions.

largest biases were found when using the original MODIS AF
points at 1-km resolution as the input for the interpolation in
terms of all methods, as shown by the lower R2 with a greater
variation among fires and a higher RMSE (see Table III and
Fig. 5). Considerable discrepancies could be found between the
estimated burned acres from the MODIS 1-km AF product when
it was compared with the USFS daily perimeters, especially for
Carr and Railroad fires (see Fig. 9). However, by resampling
the original MODIS AF input layer to 375 m as the input led to
a significant improvement of the daily burned area estimation
(see Fig. 5), especially for EBK, KRG, and IDW methods with
an R2 ranging from 0.52± 0.44 to 0.66 ± 0.37 (see Table III).
Additionally, we also identified that interpolations based on the
VIIRS AF product typically yielded much higher accuracy than
those from the MODIS 1 km AF product, and also had slight
improvements compared with those based on the resampled
MODIS-AF products for IDW and NAT at a daily temporal scale.

When assessed using a two-day moving window, the interpo-
lated fire progression achieved a better agreement with the USFS
reference than the daily progression, for all methods and all input
layers. For example, the IDW interpolation method increased its
R2 from 0.64 ± 0.39 to 0.84 ± 0.26 and decreased its RMSE
from 1.34 ± 1.39 to 0.74 ± 1.07 (see Table III).

C. Spatial Assessment

The difference map between the satellite-derived and USFS
detection days was used to evaluate the spatial alignment of the
interpolated surface and USFS perimeters. The total proportion
of matching days across all fires was greater than 50% among

Fig. 7. Influence of the fire duration on model performance, quantified by
R2 and accuracy values. Experimental results from the natural neighbor model
using VIIRS AF as the input. The symbol hue is based on ecoregion, while the
size is proportional to the area burned.

TABLE IV
SPATIAL ALIGNMENT OF INTERPOLATED SURFACES AND USFS PERIMETERS AT

DAILY TEMPORAL SCALE

The percentages were summarized over all fires and fire duration days based on the
pixel-based map-to-map comparison, across all layers (columns) and methods (rows).
The difference between the derived and USFS detection days was calculated for each
pixel, e.g., 0 means exactly matching, while ±1 day means one day before or after the
reported time.

all combinations of methods when using VIIRS or the combined
layer as the input. An additional 20%–30% was accounted for
within ±1 day of the USFS reported day. The VIIRS AF inputs
led to the greatest proportions of matched days than any other
input across all models, i.e., ∼60% for exactly matching and
∼86% within ±1 day, while the MODIS 1 km AF input led to a
lower agreement (i.e., 10% lower in general) (see Table IV).

The pixel-based map-to-map evaluation through the confu-
sion matrix, using the randomly selected USFS samples for
reference, showed that all interpolation methods achieved an
overall accuracy of 57% ± 20% when using the combined
MODIS and VIIRS AF as the input, with a kappa score of 0.50
± 0.15 suggesting a weak-to-moderate spatial agreement (see
Table III). Spatially, the results with the VIIRS AF input were
similar to those from the combined layer across all methods,
while the results from the MODIS 1 km AF were slightly less
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TABLE V
FIRE CHARACTERISTICS AND BIOPHYSICAL WEIGHTED AVERAGES FOR

FIRE EVENTS ACROSS ECOREGIONS

∗SD refers to the standard deviation.

accurate. The NAT method performed slightly better when using
MODIS AF as the input.

D. Comparison by Fire Characteristics

Among the four major ecoregions in this study area, the
fire progression mapping yielded the best performance in the
Central Foothills/Coastal Mountains, with the median R2 values
of consistently higher than 0.8 and overall accuracy of spatial
alignment greater than 70% across all interpolation approaches
and input AF-data layers (see Fig. 6). In contrast, the fire progres-
sion maps with a lower agreement (i.e., Piers, Orleans, Eclipse,
and Lions) were mostly located in the Klamath mountain/coastal
range and Sierra Nevada ecoregions. For example, in terms of
the median values for the NAT model with the combined layer
as the input in the Klamath Mountain ecoregion, we observed
a relatively low R2 of 0.38 ± 0.41 and an accuracy rate of
39%. The interpolation for the East Cascades Foothill achieved a
moderate accuracy, even with only six large fires during the study
period.

We found that as the fire duration increased, the estimation
accuracy of the daily area burned for an individual fire decreased
(see Fig. 7). The majority of fires lasted less than 20 days (22
out of 42), for example, the daily areas estimated by the natural
neighbor approach with VIIRS AF data explained more than
78% (R2) of daily variance compared with the USFS perimeter
reference (e.g., Adobe, County, and Tubbs fires). Fires in Central
Foothills/Coastal Mountains and East Cascades Foothill typi-
cally lasted shorter than those in the Klamath mountain/Coastal
range and Sierra Nevada (see Table V and Fig. 6), which might
be able to partly explain their better performance.

We also found that exceptionally large fires with longer du-
rations did relatively well in comparison with smaller fires with
similar duration times. For example, fires lasting longer than
40 days and burning over 200 000 acres, such as Mendocino
Complex Ranch and Carr fires, achieved R2 values consistently
higher than 0.65 (see Fig. 7). The increased model performance
for larger fires may be due to the sensors ability to detect
consistent and high-intensity burns.

IV. DISCUSSION

Differences between the interpretations of fire incidences
from satellite and airborne-based detections can also produce
potential inherent biases for the comparison. Due to the intended

objectives of NIROPS, the fire perimeters record the largest
extent of fire spread from the ignition, spanning across the areas
that may not have yet been completely burnt. In contrast, AF
products detect the pixel-level changes of thermal signals based
on the algorithmically predetermined thresholds during overpass
times. Therefore, the satellite-based fire detection can often
have discrepancies of unburned and/or already burned areas,
compared with the USFS perimeters. Moreover, uncertainties
were also noticed in the USFS fire perimeter layers, including
the over and under generalization of fire boundaries.

We also recognized that there are several factors affecting
the accuracy of daily fire perimeter estimation from the discrete
AF products derived from satellite observations. The limitations
of sensors and platforms contributed to the uncertainties in
the AF detection itself, although MODIS and VIIRS empower
the advantage of frequent temporal scales, providing multiple
overpasses per day. In this study, the AF points detected by
MODIS and VIIRS were represented by a fixed size, e.g., 1
km and 375 m grids, as input layers. However, some artificial
gaps seemed to still exist for adjacent AF points acquired during
the same scan, due to the larger pixel size with the increasing
scan angles. Further studies are needed to better handle [46],
while preprocessing steps have been implemented to minimize
the off-nadir pixel size variability in the most recent AF products
[19], [24], and the spatial interpolation presented by this study
helped to reduce those artificial gap issues.

Additionally, both MODIS and VAFPs filter out pixels con-
taminated with partial cloud cover, water, and invalid data, using
the multispectral data [47]. Depending on the fire conditions and
satellite’s overpassing time, the significant omission error can be
caused by the heavy cloud and/or smoke cover, dense tree canopy
areas as well as during fires with rapid spread or low-intensity
flames [34]. Topographic effects and landscape heterogeneity
also contributed to the biases of fire progression mapping, for
example, small fires over the areas with steep slopes, or rugged
terrain, increased the challenge of the satellite-based detection
[10]. Understory burning that occurs in forested terrains, such as
the Sierra Nevada and Klamath mountain ecoregions will have
a lower probability of detection due to the limited coverage of
observations.

Smaller and cooler fires are typically harder to detect. Recent
improvements in the subpixel fire detection have been made
by taking advantage of the VIIRS night-time images at the
panchromatic day–night band [47] and the shortwave IR band
centered at 1.6-µm (M10) [48]. At low light conditions without
solar input, the high-radiant emissions in pixels containing the
combustion sources lead to detectable anomalies in these bands.
Future studies to further incorporate these additional night-time
fire products, for example, the nocturnal hotspots detected by
the firelight detection algorithm [47] and NOAA’s VIIRS night
fire product [48], are expected to increase the accuracy of daily
fire progression mapping.

The fire progression estimation can be greatly improved
by refining its spatial and temporal resolutions. Daytime and
nighttime data from satellites with higher spatial resolution,
such as Landsat-8 operational land imager, can be integrated to
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enhance the fidelity of fire mapping and/or used for validation
purposes [49], while opportunities presented from unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) for the forest and fire management have
also been examined for its flexibility in capturing the real-time
fire detection and behavior information from its very high spatial
resolution [42], [50]. However, collecting and processing con-
tinuous aerial images of AFs over large extents are still inherent
challenges for UAV-based data collection methods.

Additional improvements of interpolation methods for map-
ping daily or even hourly fire spread can be made by adding ex-
planatory variables to inform the interpolation about the impacts
of localized terrain and weather characteristics. For example,
the interaction among the wind, slope, and fire is undoubtedly
evident from a wide collection of fire spread observations [43].
However, currently, the gridded wind data are only available at
a very coarse resolution. When considering the convergence of
various drivers of fire spread, methods, such as EBK and cokrig-
ing, have the potential for incorporating localized variabilities.

The method presented in this study can be used to generate
a large geodatabase for continuous daily fire spread, based
on previously detected hotspots, and thus improve our under-
standing and modeling of fire behavior. When applied to the
ongoing fires, the latency can be a few hours or half-day.
For guidance on the fire suppression or firefighting strategies,
near real-time and/or predicted information is needed. The high
temporal frequency observations from geosynchronous weather
monitoring instruments, such as the advanced baseline imager
ABI onboard NOAA‘s geostationary operational environmental
satellites (GOES) series, are extremely helpful to capture the
fast-moving fires, providing near real-time detection capability
[51]. The GOES-R series, for example, provides level-2 fire de-
tection and characterization products at nominal 2-km resolution
every 5–15 min [52], [53]. The integration of these multiscale
observations and products from multiple sensors will improve
our capability to detect wildfires, and map hourly and daily fire
spread in the future.

V. CONCLUSION

An accurate and timely method of mapping fire spread is
needed to provide a crucial decision support for on-field fire-
fighting efforts, and a large consistent daily fire progression
database is critical for forest management strategies. We here
examined the accuracy of a few spatial interpolation techniques
to produce continuous daily fire progression maps at 375 m grid-
ded resolution, from the discrete MODIS, VIIRS, and combined
AF point products. The daily fire progression estimation with the
natural neighbor method and the combined AF layer as the input
performed comparatively well in terms of the temporal accuracy
with an R2 of 0.7 ± 0.38, rolling R2 of 0.83 ± 0.25, RMSE of
1.25± 1.7 thousand acres, and rolling RMSE of 0.74± 1.52 (see
Table III). The increase in model performance by incorporating
a combination layer could be explained by the inherent improve-
ments of both temporal and spatial resolutions from combining
the two sensors. Additionally, the natural neighbor method using
the VIIRS AF product achieved better performance with a kappa

score of 0.55 and an overall accuracy score of 0.59 (see Table III).
The pixel-based comparison could explain 61% variability of the
model performance in terms of the exact same day matching, and
an additional 25% variability in terms of ±1 day matching (see
Fig. 5).

We also did a comprehensive assessment of the standard AF
products from MODIS, VIIRS, and combined AF layers in
quantifying and estimating the fire spread at a daily temporal
interval over ecologically diverse California. Both MODIS and
VAFPs detected AF fronts during their respective overpass times
and accounted for comparable percentages of daily matched
areas (<30%), based on the proportion of matching areas with
reported USFS fire perimeters (see Table II). The combined
MODIS and VIIRS layer achieved the highest proportion of
both daily and cumulative matched areas as well as the lowest
number of daily false negative detections. Overall, we found
that the spatial interpolation reduced the omission errors in the
standard satellite-based discrete hotspot detections.

By interpreting the performance of different approaches,
this study contributed to the improvement of fire progression
mapping at local to regional scales. Fire progression maps at
daily timestamps allow for dynamic analysis of fire events,
rather than relying on fixed perimeters from entire fire events
at the end of the fire duration. The automatic workflow for
generating reliable continuous fire perimeters, without relying
on very limited aerial-based IR imagery, increases the acces-
sibility and the availability of large spatial, and temporal data
sets on daily fire behavior. This will further aid in the historical
analysis of environmental controls (i.e., fuel, meteorological,
topographical human-related variables) in fire spread, bottom-
up carbon emissions estimation, and predictive fire behavior
models [54], [55].

APPENDIX

Fig. 8. Resampling workflow for MOD/MYD14 AF points illustrated for a
subset of the Ferguson fire. (a) AF points for one of the fire days (e.g., JDOY
197), (b) rasterized to 1 km grids, and (c) Resampled to 375 m grids. This
rasterization and resampling process was repeated for each unique day of a fire
event, resulting in multiple layers, each with the grid values corresponding to
JDOY. These layers were combined (d) into a single raster to represent all AF
gridsand (e) with corresponding JDOYs of burn. The earliest day of detection
was prioritized for the grids with overlapping fire days.
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Fig. 9. Maps of continuous fire progression using different interpolation
techniques (rows) based on the MODIS (1 km) AF product in 2017 and 2018 for
four individual fires: Camp, Carr, Railroad, and Ranch (from left to right). The
USFS fire incident perimeters as well as the MODIS AF points are also shown
within the first two rows.
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